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Rape has always been used as a means to gain power despite the name sexual assault it
has nothing to do with sex it is about dominance and control. Throughout history, we have seen
countless times where to gain control over women rape was used to silence and wound them.
After experiencing this type of trauma the majority of victims experience PTSD, depression, and
countless other mental disorders.
At the time that we were given this assignment all over the news were the Kavanaugh
hearings. Obviously, there was an outrage amongst my peers and community due to to the
outcome. Time and time again women speak out and are not believed or they are believed but
ignored. Although the outcome was the same for Dr. Ford, because she spoke out she became a
hero to millions of women and survivors around the world.
The memorial I have created is about the end of the patriarchy. In relation to the me-too
movement. I have created a piece about the rise of women and the end of female suppression. I
created a series based off of sexual assault survivors and women who have stood up to the
patriarchy, In order to create equality for future generations. While researching these women I
found a letter to Dr. Ford that was beautifully worded then I began to research other women
looking for open letters and I found that because of women like Dr. Ford and Anita Hill survivors
were inspired and able to heal because of these women. I would have the public write letters to
women who have inspired them to heal after instances of sexual assault. I would then use these
letters to continue this series.
My hope for this art piece is that it will create a place for survivors to be brought to peace
and allow for reflection, as well as help those who have never experienced sexual assault gain

empathy for those who have. In a world where women aren't believed or listened to after
instances of sexual assault sometimes just being acknowledged and having their stories heard can
really help others heal. I attempted to create a place that thanks women who have stood up to the
patriarchy knowing all the consequences and still doing it in order to continue the fight for
equality.
This is the model I had in mind when
I first started. The resin would be a
large rectangular shape cast inside
the resin would be flowers and the
letter printed on both sides of the
paper. That would then sit on top of a
stand that had a slit cut underneath it
so that the lights inside of the stand
could illuminate from underneath the
resin. In the model, the stand would
be made of wood and then painted
white but the real thing would be
made of white marble.
The monument would be continuously changing, I plan to add new letters whenever new
heroes emerge as this is a continuous fight against oppression. This way I can show support and
acknowledge what they have sacrificed. This memorial would be placed at Jefferson Market
Garden. The garden is surrounded by flowers, a pond, and greenhouse. I believe that due to the

seriousness and traumatic memories this memorial
can bring up that it was better to place it in an area
that feels safe and peaceful as opposed to
somewhere like Central Park where the memorial
would get more exposure. The site was also used
to house a women’s prison that was shut down due
to the terrible conditions there and I’d like to
transform that area of women’s suffrage to one
that can inspire women. Also because the site is a
community garden it will bring in the public and
because of this, the monument would bring

awareness to the gravity of sexual assault.
For this project, I started by cutting fresh flowers from their stems and then I
experimented with how they would each look pressed. Normally pressing flowers can take up to
a week to press and I did not have the time for that. With some researching, I found a way to
press them in the microwave. To do this I placed the flowers in between sheets of paper towel

then I placed a heavy plate on top and microwaved the flowers for 2 minutes. It smelled awful
but for most of the flowers, it worked fine. Others didn't react well to being pressed in the
microwave so instead, I left them in their natural shape. I had never cast anything inside of resin
before so before I made the large plaques in smaller soap molds as testers I put the fresh and
pressed flowers and poured resin in. I learned that flowers would float to the top so if I wanted
the flowers to be completely covered I would have to pour the resin onto the flowers then wait
until it hardened with the flowers risen at the top and pour another layer of resin on top of that.
Then I did the same with a larger cake mold that would be used for the actual piece.

Test of the resin casting in the soap molds

This project was a large series of trial and error for me and also a huge learning
experience. Working with resin was very difficult for me as it is a material I have only used a few
times and I had never used such a large quantity before now. The first problem I ran into was the

resin didn’t set because I hadn’t put enough catalyst so I had to throw it away and scrape out the
mold so that no resin remained. The next time I place the paper inside the resin and it completely
ate away at the paper so I attempted to seal it with clear packing tape but even with that the resin
found a way into the crevices of the tape and then destroyed the paper. So I decided to just glue a
taped letter to the top of the dried resin although for the actual memorial I would have the letters
laminated so that I wouldn’t come across this issue. After 4 attempts of pouring large amounts of
resin into the cake mold, I realized that I would not be able to make a resin piece that was as big
as I had intended because each piece that I made was not hardening.

A couple times the resin failed

Because of how difficult the resin was to work with I decided to make two thinner pieces
of resin and cast flowers inside each of them. Then I did my best to cover the letters with many
layers of the clear packing tape and placed it on top of the hardened resin. I next made the stand
by getting 5 pieces of wood and painting them white. I next sawed the wood into a smaller size

and screwed them together. Then I cut another piece of wood to serve as the top and screwed it
on. Lastly, I sawed holes to the top of the stand so that light could come out from underneath it.
To cover the holes I used a floral lace fabric, This was a very last minute choice and the piece
just didn’t work with the fabric. Kate suggested that I change the fabric for the final show so I
swapped out the floral patterned lace for a plain white fabric for the final show and for the photo
shoot.
Overall I am quite proud of this project although the finished piece was not what I
intended at the beginning of the process. I learned that when I am working with a new material I
should have a backup plan in case it doesn’t turn out the way I wanted because I was really
starting to panic after the fourth time the resin didn’t set. I believe the concept I created was very
strong and executing it in the form of open letters
was very powerful. This was a very difficult and
frustrating project but I believe I pushed myself
with such a challenge and I am very proud of the
outcome.

Pictures from the show

The open letter to Dr. Ford

